Editorial
Another
quarter
wrapped up with a string
of activities, bringing the
Good Life to all Ugandans. In this April – June
quarterly newsletter, we
have put the spotlight on
achievements gained under the “Smart Choice”
campaign that incorporated a hotline, the highlights of the Annual General Meeting, and peaks
from the colorful closeout of the AFFORD II project & the launch of
UHMG’s 5 year strategic
direction.

“Smart Choice” Campaign Hotline Registers over 4,000 Calls
By Lea Bwanika
“I would rather talk about sex and sexuality with someone who does not know me,
someone who will not judge me, but can give me expert advice!!” This is a common
feeling for thousands of Ugandans who have inquiries on sexual health matters and
need real time solutions to these needs. In April this year, Uganda Health Marketing
Group (UHMG) partnered with Communication for Development Foundation Uganda
(CDFU) a local non-government organization to give Ugandans just that. Through
funding from USAID, under the AFFORD project, UHMG contracted CDFU to offer
specialized, anonymous and non-judgmental, counseling and referral services on
family planning, with the aid of the toll free hotline.
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The activation truck on a road-show in Mbale town

The toll free hotline number 0800 200 600 was part of the communication and
feedback avenues UHMG was using under a family planning campaign dubbed “What
is your smart choice?”.

The toll free hotline call centre

During the smart choices campaign, UHMG conducted mass media and interpersonal activities across the
country in more than 70 districts. The toll free hotline was publicized for those who would need more
information on solutions for a good sexual health life.
The hotline registered a total of 4,281 calls by the end of June 2014. Clients called seeking information,
counseling and referral on family planning methods and side effects while others needed myths and misconceptions addressed.
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Location of callers by region

Majority of the callers (2,634) called with serious inquiries on family planning majorly focusing on modern
methods especially those mentioned under the “Smart Choice” campaign. Callers were categorized by age, level of education, gender, language, source of information on FP, marital status and region.
As presumed, majority of the callers had no formal education (2,109), which presents a positive indication in
health communication and programing since level of education determines use and adoption of healthy behavior and thus contributing to levels of health indicators. Studies show those with low education are less likely to
make informed decisions pertaining to their health due to inability to read and write, as well as less ability to
apply critical thinking.
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Contrary to popular beliefs that men are less interested in health matters, up to 66% calls came from
men . This provided an avenue to pass on correct, insightful and relevant information to the men who
rarely participate in health programs due to limited time and generally poor attitudes towards prioritizing health. Since several societies in Uganda are highly patriarchal and men decide how resources and
time are spent, their involvement in the campaign was key.

Although it is too early to determine the impact of the campaign, the quality and frequency of calls to the
hotline exhibited evidence of increased knowledge and awareness about family planning options.

Source of
Information
Radio dominated as
the most common
source of information
to clients with a total
of 2,983 callers. 160
callers mentioned
Smart Choices Campaign and 744 callers
did not disclose their
source of information.
Other categories included IECs, friends,
social media TV and
health workers.
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Feedback from Users of Family Planning
We got numerous feedback calls; testimonies and appreciation. Carol and Grace are friends and neighbours, living in the outskirts of Sironko town in eastern Uganda. Though their family arrangements are
quite different, both of these young women had wanted to access family planning services for a while.

“Carol (in front with pink top) knew I wanted family planning, so she brought me a referral note for the free services. I was so happy
I hugged her.” Grace (Purple skirt), Sironko district.

Meet Alex, UHMG’s Employee of the Year—2013
By Ritah Mwagale

Doctor Muhereza Alex credits his positive attitude towards work as the secret to being voted UHMG employee of the year 2012/2013. Only ten months old in
the organization, Alex’s positive attitude to work and
change and wanting to be part of the solutions and not
problems has endeared him to his colleagues and bosses alike.
Maya Angelou once said “If you don't like something,
change it. If you can't change it, change your attitude”,
Alex says quoting a renowned African-American author and poet.
In shaping his attitude, Alex draws heavily from literature written by scholars like Mwalimu Julius Nyerere
who defied the status quo and struggled to make this
world a better place.
Alex uses two words to describe the year that won him
the coveted prize: challenging and exciting. It was challenging, because he had only three months to improve
and maintain the quality standards of UHMG’s Good
Life Clinic franchise.

Dr. Alex Muhereza, Employee of the Year- 2013

“When I came I was given three months to demonstrate change in the Good Life Clinic franchise. This was
a tough one for me. However, I am grateful for that opportunity as I can now see a lean and manageable
GLC network that is improving day by day.” He says with a smile.
The challenge however helped Alex to rise to the occasion. He used his positive attitude, team working
skills and innovativeness to get the job done.
“I am grateful to my colleagues who folded sleeves with me and went working, believing that challenge
was not mine alone!” says the Quality Assurance Manager.
The previous year was not only work and no play for Alex. He also had time to stop and smell the flowers
within the year with his fondest memory being the Staff retreat in Jinja.
“I had a chance to share joy with all staff without worrying about their titles. When you share some fun,
you break all boundaries, making it easy to be helped when you open up. That retreat helped me to fit in
the UHMG family.” Alex adds. “Attitude is everything. You can choose to see the problems, but you
can also see problems as opportunities to change something and that change starts with
you!” Those are the parting words from a man whose picture is going to
hang on UHMG’s wall of fame next to previous winners of the
same prize.

UHMG’s Outstanding Employees of 2013
Good employees are hard to find. UHMG is cognizant of this fact and every year before the annual general
meeting (AGM) , the employees participate in a secret ballot exercise where they nominate key performers in their respective departments. They also vote for individuals who ably represent the organization’s
core values. The outstanding employees are recognized and awarded certificates during the AGM.

Horizontal, Left to Right: 2nd best employee of the year —
Eliab Kwikiriza, Best in MSI—Francis Nsanga, Best in HR— Elizabeth Ikoju, Best in Product Facility SBU—Jane Sharda, Best in
Finance—Becky Nsamba, Best in Performance—Stanley
Wamala, Best in Programs Health Consultancy SBU—Beatrice
Kakiiza, Best in PF—Emmanuel Esele, Best in Programs & Services —Scovia Nabanjja, Best in Integration of UHMG core values —Martin Emoku, Best in CHC & KAP projects —Justus Atwijukire, Best in Innovations—Jeanne Marie Nakato, Best in
KGLIS project—Joseph Kasozi,

9 Years Later, UHMG Matching Forward
July 17, 2014 was not just a day for UHMG. On this day, UHMG marked 9 years of operation. However, it
was also the day the AFFORD Project , The Health Marketing Initiative, that gave birth to UHMG officially
closed. The AFFORD project was implemented by Johns Hopkins Centre for Communications Program
(JHUCCP). The project mentored UHMG staff in social marketing and Strategic Health Communications
which have propelled the organization into one of the leading social marketing and strategic health communications in Uganda. In commemoration of AFFORD’s contribution, UHMG staff showcased the various public health interventions that they have undertaken with AFFORD’s guidance. On the same occasion, The AFFORD II Story booklet and
UHMG Strategic Plan 2014 –2019 in pictures below, were unveiled on the that day.

The Story Told by
Doing
Numerous booths all over the compound had the different descriptive
illustrations of UHMG’s public
health interventions in communities
across the country.
Robert Kigula, Social Marketing Manager explaining UHMG’s supply
chain blue print to guests

UHMG works with many other organizations, commonly referred to as Sub-grantees. Together, we strive to
deliver the Good Life to all Ugandans and collectively contribute to the national milestones in health. We
demonstrated what happens in these partnerships during the AFFORD II close-out event and launch of
UHMG’s 5 year strategic direction.
UHMG, a leading organization in
health communication has led on
several national health campaigns
over the years. Marking 9 years
of AFFORD support in implementing health communication in
Uganda couldn't be complete
without showcasing the BCC
works. The BCC team sampled a
few campaigns that were shared
wit our guests during the event.

A typical community
dialogue as it happens in the different parts of
the
country,
brought
live
during
the
event at UHMG
offices.

The M&E booth
with several statistics being explained
to our guests. The
M&E team has
evolved from paper
based data reporting to a real time IT
-based system that
allows data collected in the field to be
sent using smart
phones directly to
the server and
analysis can even
be done instantaneously.

In a bid to reached the end-mile and
patriotically engage the private sector
in delivering on the national Ministry of
Health (MoH) national agenda and strategic goals, UHMG has a network of over
100 private clinics across the country,
delivering quality services to end-mile
consumers of healthcare. This engagement was also demonstrated during the
close-out event and launch of UHMG’s 5
year strategic direction.

The planting of the Good Life tree, led by the chief guest, the USAID Mission Director, marked the climax of
the AFFORD close-out event and launch of UHMG’s 5 year strategic direction.

